Abstract. Conflict resolution is nowadays an important topic. Online Dispute Resolution in particular is nowadays a major research topic, focusing on the development of technology-based tools to assist parties involved in conflict resolution processes. In this paper we present such a tool aimed at the generation of solutions. It is based on Genetic Algorithms that evolve a population of solutions through successive iterations, generating more specialized ones. The result is a tree of solutions that the conflict resolution platform can use to guide the conflict resolution process. This approach is especially suited for parties which have no ability or are unwilling to generate realistic proposals for the resolution of the conflict.
Introduction
Given the current state of courts, new approaches on conflict resolution are needed. Specifically, courts are nowadays unable to deal with the amount and characteristics of new disputes. In fact, while in the past conflicts emerged between persons generally in the geographical vicinity of each other, nowadays a conflict may emerge between two persons, regardless their location, and it may even involve software agents. This new modality of contracting, the so-called electronic contracting, is in fact one of the biggest challenges for current legal systems, relying in paper-based courts still shaped after the industrial revolution [1] . In that sense, alternatives to litigation are needed.
The first ones involved parties trying to solve their differences without recourse to litigation, generally with the assistance of a third, neutral party. These processes include negotiation, mediation, arbitration or conciliation, just to name a few [2] [3] [4] , and are part of the so-called Alternative Dispute Resolution [3] . However, under these traditional approaches stakeholders still have to meet in person. In that sense, Online Dispute Resolution emerged as the use of traditional conflict resolution mechanisms under virtual environments [5] . In fact, the use of technology for conflict resolution may not only be used to bring parties into contact but also to develop high value tools that can be used for the definition of strategies, for the generation of solutions or even for compiling useful information for the parties [6, 7] .
In the last years, our research has focused on developing such tools based on Intelligent System techniques, giving birth to the UMCourt conflict resolution platform [8, 9] . Specifically, we have been researching how the coming together of different fields of research can solve concrete problems in an efficient manner [13, 14] , giving birth to the so-called Hybrid Intelligent Systems, applied to the domain of The Law in the specific case of this work. In this work we propose a module for generating solutions for a conflict resolution scenario based on Genetic Algorithms (GA) [10, 15] . Our line of attack targets a very specific issue in conflict resolution: the inability or unwillingness of parties to generate solutions. In fact, frequently parties find it difficult to generate realistic proposals, because they are not fully aware of what their chances are or what rules apply. In other cases, parties are simply uncooperative and do not want to bother creating solutions [11] . With this work we complement our conflict resolution platform with the ability to propose fair and realistic solutions for concrete conflict resolution scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide a definition of the general conflict resolution scenario and how GAs can be modeled to be used as a problem solving methodology. Section 3 details the initialization of the GA while section 4 is devoted to depicting the selection process. The reproduction operators are detailed in section 5 and the termination of the algorithm is described in section 6. Finally, in section 7 we present the concluding remarks of this work.
Defining a Conflict Resolution Scenario with Genetic Algorithms
Even from a technological point of view, the problem of generating solutions may be a challenging task, although several different techniques can be used. One of the possible lines of attack is the use of case-based approaches, in an attempt to shape the cognitive models of human experts which rely on experience. However, this approach has some potential limitations. Specifically, it is likely to fail in scenarios in which case-bases with insufficient cases are used. Moreover, bigger case-bases ensure more completeness but generally also result in slower processes. In this paper we propose an approach that is independent of these constraints: the use of Genetic Algorithms to create solutions for conflict resolution scenarios.
Under GA approaches, a solution for a problem is represented by a chromosome. In that sense, given the domain of application of this work, each chromosome represents a solution for a specific conflict resolution problem, generally a distribution of the items being disputed among several parties. The population of chromosomes evolves from generation to generation through the application of genetic operators that act on the distribution, thus changing its fitness. This approach has also a specificity considering fitness. Usually, in a GA problem, fitness is seen as an absolute value. In this context, a solution has several values of fitness, one for each party, i.e., a solution that is good for a given party is most likely not that good for any other given that they tend to have conflicting objectives. As the generations of solutions succeed, there are lines of evolution of chromosomes that tend to be more fit to a given party. These lines emerge naturally and are called species. A species is thus defined as a group of chromosomes from the same line of evolution whose fitness is better for a specific party. In that sense, each party has a species of solutions. A chromosome may also belong to more than one species if it has satisfactory values of fitness for more than one party. These chromosomes are evidently more attractive since they correspond to solutions that will be more easily accepted by the parties.
A population P of size s is defined by a set of chromosomes Ch (Figure 1 ), in which each chromosome ℎ , ∈ {1,2, … , } represents a possible solution for the problem, i.e., who gets how much of what. Considering a dispute involving n parties and m issues, a chromosome Ch can be represented as an m-by-n matrix (equation 1). Under this representation, the value , of the chromosome Ch represents the amount of issue m that the party n receives in this specific solution. Evidently, the actual content of the chromosome depends on the domain of the dispute. Likewise, domain-dependent rules must be defined that enforce the correctness of the solutions generated. Let us take as example the general model of distributive negotiation. Under this model, there is a set of items that must be distributed by a number of parties. Traditional scenarios include divorces or winding up of companies. Under this model each entry in the matrix contains a value between 0 and 1 (equation 2), and the sum of the values of each line must at all times be 1 (equation 3). The total amount of resources received by party n, , is defined as the sum of the values of column n (equation 4).
In the development of this model we also take into consideration the possible existence of indivisible items, i.e., items that due to its characteristics or due to a decision of the parties cannot be divided (e.g. many parties do not agree on selling the item to split the value). For each indivisible item m, equation 5 applies.
More specific domains may require the definition of additional rules. This allows this model to be applied to virtually every legal domain. Let us take as example the labor law domain. Under this domain, the items in dispute may be of very different nature, ranging from monetary compensations to the possibility or not of being fired. Considering the Portuguese context, a worker being fired without a just cause is entitled to a compensation that ranges from 15 to 45 days of wage for each year of antiquity. This is generally one of the items being distributed (e.g. in a scenario in which the employee receives 30 days of wage for each year of antiquity, the other 15 days are received by the employer). Other issues generally include night or extra hours, the existence or not of complaints against the employee, among others. All these issues may be modeled in this generic model.
In a general way, the GA lifecycle follows the model depicted in Figure 2 : it starts with an initialization of a population, usually in a random way. Afterwards, a cycle repeats until an ending condition is met: the fitness of the population is evaluated and then the population evolves through the application of genetic operators that create new populations with different characteristics. In each iteration, the fittest of the population are selected, thus evolving the population. This is the general model of the algorithm presented in this paper, detailed in the following sections. 
Initialization
The initialization is the first step in the use of a Genetic Algorithm, in which the key characteristics of the population and of the individuals are defined. Figure 3 depicts the interface that allows the initialization of the algorithm. In terms of the GA, it is necessary to provide a termination condition, in terms of a maximum number of rounds, and the size of the population (i.e. the number of chromosomes in each generation). The interface also allows to define the number of the best individuals that are selected from each species to create the next generation of offspring through the application of the genetic operators. Concerning these operators, it is possible to specify the weight of each operator on the generation of new solutions. This has, evidently, a significant impact on the evolution of the population. Finally, the interface also allows configuring the weight of the components of the fitness function. Specifically, it is possible to assign the weight of the monetary value and of the personal value. In fact, the measure of the fitness of a solution is given in terms of the monetary value of the items in dispute but also in terms of the personal value, i.e., it is also taken into consideration how much each party wants a given issue.
Concerning the specific information about the negotiation process itself, it is possible to state which are the items under negotiation (including their name, value or type) and which parties are involved. Moreover, each party must assign its preferences regarding the items in dispute. They do so by distributing a total of 100 points for all the items. This information allows the system to know how much each party wants each item and enables an estimation of the personal evaluation of the solutions.
All this information is used to initialize the algorithm. At this point, a population of the specified size is created with random solutions, i.e., each chromosome has a random distribution of items. Fig. 3 . The system interface used to configure the genetic algorithm, including information about the parties, the issues and the weight of each genetic operator.
Selection
In each iteration of the algorithm a part of the population is selected to generate the following generation. This step relies on a fitness function that evaluates each individual and allows finding the best solutions. Given that solutions have different fitness values for different parties, the fitness of each individual must be computed for each party. Thus being, for a conflict resolution involving n parties and for a population of size s, n * s values of fitness will be computed in each iteration of the algorithm.
The fitness function returns a value that is based on the portion of the items that each party receives, its monetary value and the assigned personal value. Moreover, the value of fitness also depends of the weights of the monetary and personal components, defined in the initialization. Two fitness functions were considered in this experiment (equations 6 and 7), where  tmv denotes the case economic value, i.e., the total amount of money that the issues in dispute are worth with, being defined as = ∑ ;  I defines the number of issues;  stands for the monetary value of issue i;  , represents the fitness of chromosome j for party p;  denotes the weight of the monetary component while stands fot the weight of the individual component.
When equation 6 is used as the fitness function, the solutions selected tend to be the ones in which the parties receive approximately the items that they want. That is, equation 6 minimizes the difference between the personal value of the items and the points attributed to them by the parties.
On the other hand, equation 7 tends to result in solutions in which both the monetary and the personal values are maximized. In that sense, solutions selected by the fitness function depicted in equation 6 may more likely be described as fair (as there is no blind maximization of the individual gains) while the ones by equation 7 will be more competitive and hard to be accepted by the opposing parties.
Given this, we are currently making use of equation 6 as it results in solutions that are more balanced and thus more likely to be accepted by all the parties. Given this, in each iteration of the algorithm the fittest solutions of each species are selected to give birth to an offspring by means of genetic operators, as depicted in section 5.
Reproduction
The reproduction is the step in a GA in which the search heuristic moves forwards, through the engendering of new populations, towards the maximization of the fitness function. In this work, three genetic operators are being used: crossover, mutation and heredity. All of the three act on the distribution of the items, thus changing its fitness. They are applied to the selected chromosomes according to what was specified during the initialization. The operators used are defined in the following three sub-sections.
Mutation
A mutation is formally defined in genetics as a spontaneous and random change in a genomic sequence. Transposing this definition for the domain of our work, we can define mutation as a random change in the distribution of the items. The extent of the mutation is given by the mutation threshold, here designated as µ. The mutation is a unary operator that works by randomly selecting one issue and two parties from the chromosome. The distribution is then changed for the item and the parties selected according to µ. If the item is divisible, the amount of the selected item is decreased for one party and accordingly increased for the other, according to µ. On the other hand, if the item is indivisible, there is a probability given in function of µ that the owner of the item is changed between the two parties.
Whenever a new chromosome is created, its validity is checked to determine if all the invariants hold, according to rules of the type of the ones defined in section 2. Let us now consider an example scenario in which three parties are disputing four issues. Let us also assume that issue 2 is divisible and it was randomly selected to be exchanged between party 1 and party 2. The parent chromosome (Ch) and the offspring (Ch') are depicted in equation 8.
After the application of the mutation operator the fitness of the solution for each party changes. That is, the new solution will most likely be more favorable to party 1 and less favorable to party 2. 
Crossover
In genetics, crossover is a process by means of which a new chromosome is created using the genetic information of more than one parent solutions. In this work, crossover is a binary operator. More specifically, a two-point crossover technique is used. In this specific technique, two points are selected in the two chromosomes and all the information between those two points is swapped. In this precise context, the two points are always the beginning and the end of an issue in the matrix of distribution. Thus being, crossover consists in swapping two distributions of the same issue, generating two new solutions.
Two different approaches can be selected in the initialization form that influence the way that the crossover operator is implemented: inter species and random parents. The inter species option allows the system to cross chromosomes of different species. This will increase the variety of the following generation, but will most likely also delay a convergence. On the other hand, if the inter species option is not used, only chromosomes from the same species will be crossed. The random parents option tells the system about which parents to cross. If the option is used, parents are selected randomly. On the other hand, if the option is not used, the best parents from each generation are crossed. While the use of this option may increase the variety and widen the search space, it may also delay the convergence towards satisfactory solutions. In equation 9 we depict an example of the use of the crossover operator in two parent chromosomes Ch1 and Ch2, to generate two offspring Ch1' and Ch2'. In this example the distribution of issue 2 was randomly selected to be swapped. Given that this technique changes the distribution of each solution, it will have effect on the fitness function.
The description of the generic algorithm that implements the crossover technique being used here.
Algorithm Crossover is Input: List of parties, L List of issues, I Output: New chromosomes, C1', C2' i := select random issue from I if (interspecies) s1 = select random species s2 = select random species such that s1 != s2 if (randomparents) C1 := select random ch from s1 C2 := select random ch from s2 else C1 := select best ch from s1 C2 := select best ch from s2 else s1 = select random species if (randomparents) C1 := select random ch from s1 C2 := select random ch from s1 such that C1 != C2 else C1 := select best ch from s1 C2 := select second best ch from s1 swap issues and generate C1', C2' return C1', C2'
Heredity
Heredity is generally defined as the passing of specific traits from parents to offspring. In this process, the offspring inherits characteristics that may be described as similar to the ones of the parent. During the evolution, the species usually tend to accumulate the best characteristics of their ancestors. In this work, heredity is a very simple unary operator which creates a new chromosome with the same characteristics of the parent, i.e., the same distribution. The objective is to apply this operator to the best individuals only, thus passing the best characteristics of one generation to the next, avoiding losing the best of each generation. However, this operator must be used with caution as an excessive use will result in a population that evolves slowly or that does not evolve at all.
In fact, the weight of each of the above described operators must be chosen appropriately. The Crossover operator can be applied thoroughly to the population. However, the Heredity and the Mutation operators must be applied in smaller amounts. In fact, a big incidence of the Mutation operator will significantly increase the variety of the solutions, making it harder for a convergence to emerge. On the other hand, a big incidence of the Heredity operator would have the exact opposite problem, i.e., the evolution would stop and new favorable solutions would hardly appear. In that sense, these two operators can be useful as long as they are used in small proportions.
Termination
The process of selection of the fittest and reproduction is repeated until a termination condition is reached: a non-evolving fitness of the population or the number of iterations established in the initialization. At this point, the system has a significant number of solutions. However, some of them will be very similar to each other while others have simply no interest because their value of fitness is low. In that sense, it is not feasible or productive to present the parties or mediators with all this information.
Thus being, only the best solutions of each generation are available to be used by mediators or parties. This helps to simplify the information generated, allowing the users to be focused on what really matters. Figure 4 depicts the simplified view of the information generated, in terms of the solutions attained, and their lines of evolution. Each solution is represented with one or more colors. A solution with a given color means that it belongs to the species of that color. This will allow one to see the natural emergence of species, i.e., the lines of evolution that tend towards the maximization of the fitness value for a given party. Colorless individuals denote solutions that are not among the most fit for a particular population but generate offspring that are among the best of future ones and, for that reason, were included in the group of relevant solutions. It is also possible to look at a chromosome's content, as well to its fitness, and the mean fitness, by clicking on it. The lines between individuals represent the parent-offspring relationships. A unary genetic operator generated an individual that has a single line connecting to the previous population, while an individual that has two lines was generated by crossover.
These solutions can then be proposed to the parties by a mediator or by the conflict resolution system. We are currently working on the development of an intelligent conflict resolution environment that is able to collect important information from the context of interaction of the parties [12] . This information includes the levels of stress, the emotional state or the levels of escalation. Based on this, the conflict resolution system or the mediator will select in each time, the most indicated solution for the parties. This will result in a dynamic conflict resolution environment that allows strategies to be adapted in real-time, according to relevant changes in the context-of-interaction.
Conclusions
One of the most serious limitations in a conflict resolution process is the inability or unwillingness of parties to design solutions for the resolution of the conflicts. The work described in this paper was developed with the objective of empowering parties and mediators in a conflict resolution process with a tool that is able to provide solutions for concrete problems. Moreover, the solutions generated may be described as fair since they take into consideration not only the monetary value of the items assigned to each party but also the personal value that each party allocates to each item. In that sense, the solutions proposed are more likely to be accepted by the parties.
Compared with our previous case-based approach, this line of attack has as main advantage the independence of a case-base, i.e., the amount and quality of the solutions retrieved does not depend on the quality, quantity or legal domain of the cases in a case-base. In that sense, it provides a more complete answer to the problem. Moreover, despite the computational inefficiency that is generally associated to evolutionary approaches, the performance is good enough for the domain of conflict resolution. In fact, the solutions may be generated as soon as the parties finish providing the data for their case and even before the actual conflict resolution process starts (which is not immediately). In that sense, we can use relatively large parameters on the GA algorithm (e.g. population size, number of generations) ensuring that a big enough number of solutions are generated from which to choose from.
We are now merging this tool into our conflict resolution platform as a solution generation module, to propose solutions during a negotiation process.
